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Introduction 

-RF sources with high peak power output and relatively 
short pulse lengths will be required for future high gradient 
e+-e’ linear colliders. The required peak power and pulse 
length depend on the operating frequency, energy gradient and 
geometry of the collider linac structure. The frequency and 
gradient are in turn constrained by various parameters which 
depend on the beam-beamcollision dynamics, and on the total 
ac ‘wall-plug” power that has been committed to the linac rf 
system. Because the beam-beam, rf source and accelerating 
structure parameters are interwoven in a rather complex way, 
it will be useful to review first some of the basic expressions 
for linear collider design. These will lead in turn to specific 
rf source requirements. In particular, we will first want to 
see how the required rf source parameters (peak power, pulse 
length, repetition rate) scale ss a function of frequency. In 
the sections that follow, various rf sources which might meet 
these requirements are reviewed. Existing source types (e.g. 
klystrons, gyrotrons) and sources which show future promise 
based on experimental prototypes are first considered. Finally, 
several proposals for high peak power rf sources based on un- 
conventional concepts are discussed. These are an FEL source 
(two beam accelerator), rf energy storage cavities with switch- 
ing, and a photocathode device which produces an rf current 
by direct emission modulation of the cathode. 

Linear Colliders 

The basic expressions giving the luminosity per collision 
L 1, the disruption parameter D, the pinch enhancement fac- 
tor H(D) and the beamstrahlung parameter for a linear col- 
lider are well known. We take them in the form given by 
Wiedemann,’ but with some modifications and restrictions pro 
posed by Richter.* First, a round beam is assumed second, the 

.-average energy 10s~ per particle from bea,mstrahlung as @@en 
in Ref. 2 for Gaussian bunches is reduced by the factor 2 & 
to obtain an rms energy spread in the center-of-mass frame 
of the colliding beams; third, this beamstrahlung spread, Us, 
is enhanced by the same factor, H(D), by which the luminos- 
ity is increased. With these modifications, the expressions for 
Lr, D and u( can be manipulated to give the following useful 
secondary relations: 
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Here jr is the pulse repetition rate of the linac, N is the num- 
ber of particles per bunch, u* is the rms transverse beam di- 
mension, e& is the energy per beam, uz is the bunch length, 
Pb * eN&m& is the average power per beam (light beam 
loading), and m is the number of bunches accelerated during 
one linac pulse. Usually values for f 1, Eu and at/,!& are spec- 
ified a priori. V&M for uz and D can then be chosen based 
on other considerations. In addition the operating frequency 
and accelerating gradient remain to be specified. Some factors 
which have a bearing on the choice of these parameters are 
briefly described in the following sections. 

Beam Efficiency 
The parameter kr, which relates the stored energy per unit 

length, w, in an accelerating structure to the square of the ac- 
celerating gradient, E,,, canbe written kl = E$/dw = Cd/X*. 
The constant C, depend on the geometry of the accelerating 
structure. It is a strong function of the ratio a/X, where a is 
the radius of the beam hole opening. For a SLAGtype disk 
loaded structure with uo/c = .018, C, = 2.0 X 10” V-m/C. 
The constant C, varies approximately as (a/x)-‘; the exact 
functional dependence for a disk loaded structure is given in 
Ref. 3. In the limit of light beam loading, the beam efficiency 
is given by t& m mqEJw = 4meNC,/EJ*, where q is the 
charge per bunch. For the particular case of a disk loaded 
structure, this becomes in practical units, 

m e N( 10”) 
E. (m/m) . x*(m) I ’ 

This expression assumes operation on the crest of the acceler- 
ating wave, ignores energy radiated by the bunches into higher- 
order modes (a good assumption for m > l), and is valid only 
for qb up to about 20%. See Ref. 4 for complete expressions 
without these restrictions. 

Energy Sag Between Bunches 
The long range, fundamental mode wake per bunch is 

AE,(l) = 2klq. Thus the total energy sag from the first to 
the last bunch is related to the efficiency by 

AE, (tot) /Ea = mAEo( 1)/E, = f qb . (3) 

For example, a train of 10 bunches with 1)) = 20% gives 
AE,(l) = 1% and AE,,(tot) w 10%. 

Single Bunch Energy Spread 
One of the most important considerations in the design of 

a linear collider is the energy spread within a single bunch. 
The final focus system must be able to focus this spread to 
the required submicron transverse beam dimensions. Also, if 
successive bunches are to be directed to different interaction 
regions, one would like the single bunch spread, AE(SD), to 
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ac power. The disruption parameter is adjusted so the energy 
sag between bunches is leas than the total single bunch energy 
spread. Successive bunches in a given accelerator pulse can 
then be switched between different interaction regions using 
only a dc magnetic field. Then 

E:i 
= .018 (a= = 1.8 mm at X = 10 cm) 
= 2MV (E,r=20MV/matX==10cm) 

D = 1.0 
H(D) = 3.5 

at X = 10 cm 

The above-choices now lead to the following: 

N/X = 38 X lOlo m-l 
AE(Sf?)/& = eonst = 1.2% (* 0.6%) 

= const = 20% 
;- = ..eowt = 12 MV/beam 

P oe = const = 120 MW/beam 
E(m=8) = 0.20 Eu (1.3% per bunch) 

Efficiencies tlr = r~rl = 0.7 have been wed, the latter assum- 
ing some improvement over present technology. The collider 
parameters at various wavelengths are summarized in Table I. 

Table I 

X (cm) 10 5 2 1 

t/beam (km) 50 25 10 5 

EO (w/m) 20 40 100 200 

uz b4 - 1.8 0.9 0.4 0.2 

N (1010) 3.8 1.9 0.8 0.4 

fr (Ha) 240 480 1200 2400 

D 1 0.75 0.5 0.3 

J-W’) 3.5 2.4 1.4 1.2 

u’ b-4 0.31 0.18 0.09 0.06 

scaling 

Ail 
x 
x 

x-1 

D.H(D)-A 

[A. H(D)]‘/* 

These results can now be applied to compute the required 
peak source power and pulse length as a function of wavelength. 
Again assume a copper disk loaded structure with up/c = .018 
and an attenuation parameter r = 0.4. Such a structure has 
an efficiency I]~ = 0.7 and a length La 7 3.0 g + X = 10 cm. 
Table II below shows rf parameters at various wavelengths for 

’ the &se in which both r and Q/C are held constant. The Q- 
and shunt impedance are 13,000 and 55 MG/m at X = 10 cm, 
and scale as X1/* and X-l/* respectively. 

Table II 

X (cm) 

EO W/m) 
L (ml 
24 (-1 
TJ (‘=I 

No. Feeds (103) 

kot KW 
P/feed &4W) 

p/m (hffVb-4 
Wtit (k J/W4 
W/m (J/m/pulse) 

10 - 
20 

3.0 

24 

550 

17 

670 

40 

13 

370 

7.5 

5 2 1 Scaling 
40 100 200 x-1 

1.06 0.27 0.10 912 

12 4.8 2.4 X 

220 50 18 p/2 

24 37 53 x-112 

050 1500 2100 x-‘/2 

40 40 40 const . 

38 150 420 x-=j2 

180 75 37 x 

7.5 7.5 7.5 const. 

Suppose that one rf source supplies 8 feeds. Then the re- 
quired peak power is 320 MW, the energy per pulse varies from 
18OJatX= lOcmto6JatX= 1 cm, and the total number of 
sources varies from 2100 up to 6600 over the same wavelength 
range. Using the repetition rates from Table I, the average 
power per source variesfrom 42 kW at 10 cm down to 13 kW 
at 1 cm. 

RF Sourcer md Limitatiom 

In the following sections we consider some high peak power 
rf sources which can meet the above requirements for driving a 
linear collider. The requirements on peak power, pulse length 
and repetition rate have already been discussed. Other factor 
to be consideredare:-frequency and amplitude stability, band- - 
width, and the choice between oscillators and ampli6ers. Nar- 
row bandwidth amplifiers, usually klystrons, are used to drive 
the present generation of multisection linacs. However, other 
types of microwave sources which are normally operated 89 os- 
cillators cannot be ruled out as drivers for high gradient collid- 
ers. First of all, oscillators can often be converted to amplifiers 
by some change in the configuration of the device, e.g. mag- 
netrons to crossed field amplifiers, gyrotrons to gyroklystrons, 
etc. Secondly, oscillators can be operated as amplifiers by in- 
jection locking. Assuming that the frequency of the oscillator 
is determined by a resonance with central frequency ~0 and 
bandwidth BW = */~QL, the locking power Pi required at 
frequency Wi = wo + AW is' Pi/PO = (Aw/BW)*, where PO is 
the output power. Practical experience with injection locking 
of magnetrons indicates that a minimum locking power on the 
order of -15 db with respect to the output power is requireds8 
Even though this locking power is large compared to the drive 
power for a high gain klystron, the system efficiency including 
the drive power is reduced by only a few percent below the 
conversion efficiency of the oscillator itself. 

Space Charge Limitations on Peak Power 
A thorough investigation of the physical limitations on 

peak power, pulse length and repetition rate for each class 
of high power source will not be possible here. One impor- 
tant limitation on peak power, however, is worth noting. If an 
electron beam from a cathode is injected into a round metallic 
pipe, the current is limited by space charge depression at the 
center of the beam. The maximum’current for a beam with 
voltage VO and radius fb injected into a tube with radius rw 
j&9 - 

I 
+yp(lo 213 _ 1)3/* , 00) 

where 70 = 1 + (Vi/511 kV), 0 = [l + 2b(rW/rb)]” for a 
solid beam and g = (2fu(f,/rb)]” for a hollow beam. The 
corresponding beam power is 

& w g (If3 - 1)3/Z (#3 - 1) . 01) 

This is a fairly generous limit on power. For a solid beam with 
rbh = 0.75, Pmu - 600 hfW and 2.6 GW at Vo = 500 kV 
and 2 MV respectively. 

~_ -. 
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be smaller than AE,Jl) above. For a Gaussian bunch in a 
SL4Gtype disk loaded structure operating at 100 MV/m, the 
relative energy spread which contains 80% of the particles is 
given as a function of the number of particles per bunch in 
Fig. 1. In these plots the energy spread has been minimized 
by adjusting the phase of the bunch with respect to the crest 
of the accelerating wave. It is seen that below a certain critical 
value N = NC the energy spread is roughly equal to the zero 
current spread, which is due simply to the case variation in the 
accelerating wave over the length of the bunch. In this region 

AE(SE)/Eu M SO (u,/X)~ . N < Nc (4) 

The constant in the above expression does not depend strongly 
on the form of the bunch current distribution. It is nearly 

: the samefor’s Gaussian; truncated Gaussian and rectangular 
distribution as long as the actual ug of the distribution is used 
(e.g. 01 = lb/ Ji-i for a rectangular distribution of length fb). 
Above NC the curves in Fig. 1 can be used to scale to other 
values of gradient and wavelength according to 

AE(SB)/Eu = F[N/(EJ*) , u,/X] . (5) 

These results are conservative, since by tailoring the shape of 
the current distribution it is in principle possible to reduce the 
energy spread below that for Gaussian bunches. 

C uz=2.0mm / -1 

-.- 

w 

0.5 mm 

L 
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Fig. 1. MinTmum single bunch energy spread (90% of particles) 
for a Gaussian bunch in the SLAC accelerating structure. 

The breakdown limitation on the gradient in an accelerat- 
ing structure will depend on the wavelength, the pulse length 
Tp, the ratio of the peak field on the surface to the average 
gradient, E,/E,, and perhaps on other details of the struc- 
ture geometry and on the physical properties of the surface it- 
self. From experience at SLAC, indications are that the break- 
down gradient will lie in the range 56100 MV/m for X = 
10 cm, Ep/E,, zw 2 and Tp w 1 ps. For shorter pulse lengths 
and higher frequencies the breakdown gradient should increase. 
Suppose Et, varies as &, N wa/T!. Experimental evidence 
concerning the value of Q is sparse, but probably 0 < a < 1. 
Measurements5 at SLAC on breakdown in klystron windows 
give @ w I/3. This is also in line with the variation in break- 
down with pulse length for dc pulses applied to dielectrics.6 
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Wall Plug Power 
The total ac power required per beam is Poe = &/(qrJq&,). 

Here qrJ is the efficiency for conversion of power from the ac 
lines to rf input at the structure, qr is the efficiency for con- 
version of the rf input energy per pulse to useful stored energy 
in the structure [see for example, Ref. 3, Eq. (10.4)], and ub 
is the beam efficiency given in Eq. (2). Combining Eqs. (lb), 
(14 and GV, 

54 f1(103*)~~(TeV)~Eo(MV/m)+X2(m) 
Pa, (Mw = - 

)IrJ 98 [ oz(mm). e/E0 1. 
(8) 

Note that P,,c N EaX/(uz/X). Thus both the total ac power 
and the single bunch energy spread, Eq. (S), are independent 
of wavelength if the following scaling is used: 

__ 

41-X 9 Ea - X -1 , N-X . (9) 

This scaling also agrees with Eq. (7) for transverse emittance 
growth. Note that the disruption parameter is a free parameter 
that can be used to adjust u*, Pb and N. It has no eflect on 
P ae 

Scaling with Frequency 

The expressions in the previous sections can now be ap 
plied to show how typical collider and rf source parameters 
scale with frequency. As an example, take the following ba- 
sic parameters: & = 1 TeV, u,/& = 0.1, m = 8, Lr = 
1.0 X 103* cm-*C1, Lb& I 8 x 103* em’*s’l. The bunch 
length-5 now chosen to give a reasonable single bunch energy 
spread. The gradient is set consistent with reasonable total 

Transverse Emittance Growth 
The transverse emittance growth in a collider due to the 

interaction of an off-axis beam of width uz with dipole modes 
will scale approximately as 

A+ =.(Wpo B /w%)~ (6) 

where 20 is the off-axis distance, WL is the dipole wake func- 
tion at the tail of the bunch and B is the average beta function 
for the focusing lattice. The wake function will depend on the 
bunch length, and will typical1 scale with the operating wave 
length as Wl(uJX) - X -(3f l/*). Thus emittance growth is r 
constant under the following scaling 
u*-X, N-X, E,,-A-‘, B-AX, zo-uz . (7) 

c - w 
Breakdown Limitation on Gradient 

. . 



survey ot conventIoll8I soarcu 
Klystrons 

There are no fundamental limitations which prevent klys- 
trons from being scaled to produce peak powers of at least sev- 
eral hundred megawatts. Some yesrs ago, in fact, a klystron 
with a very short pulse length (m 15 ns) operating at 3.35 GHz 
was builtlo with a design pesk power of I GW (at VO = 1 MV, 
IO = 2kAandg= 50%). However, the tube failed before it 
could be tested at full output power snd the development ~8s 
not persued further. At SLAC there is 8 program to developed 
a klystron with a peak power of 150 MW 8t 8 pulse length of 
I ps and a repetition rate of 130 pps. The design beam volt- 
sge, beam current and efficiency ue 450 kV, 300 A and 55% 

-. 
respectively, Recently, 8n experimental tube in this program 
has produced a peak power exceeding 100 MW at the design 
pulse length, 81though at reduced repetition rate sad with 8n 
efficiency of about 45%. It is expected that improvements in 
focusing will increase the peak power snd efaciency toward the 
design goals. 

Gyrotrons and Gyroklystrons 
In the gyrotron, electrons rotating in orbits at the cyclotron 

frequency do work against the transverse rf electric field of a 
TE mode in a smooth cylindrical waveguide. &cause a slow- 
wave structure is not required, the gyrotron oscillator is nor- 
mally considered to be a source for high CW power at millime 
ter wavelengths (see review by V. L. Granatstein et ~1.‘~). How- 
ever, a pulsed gyrotron at the Tomsk Polytechnic Institutelj 
has delivered 1.42 GW at 3 GHz with a beam voltage of 200 
kV, 8 beam current of 8 kA, a pulse length of 60 11s snd a 
maximum efficiency of 30%. See also the review in Ref. 14. 

. . _ 

The amplifier version of the gyrotron, the gyroklystron, 
has received less attention. Operation of 8 gyroklystron as a 
high. peak power source in the l-10 cm wavelength range would 
have certain advantages. The solenoid providing the longi- 
tudinsl magnetic Beld could be normal conducting at longer 
wavelengths. The dimensions of the high power output cav- 
ity for 8 gyroklystron 8re large compared to 8 klystron at the 
same -wavelength, minimizing breakdown 8nd be+m intercep 

. . tion problems, However, there are sever4 problems: 8 mode 
converter, which could be subject to breakdown problems, is 
needed in the output guide;it may be diflicult to &sin an ef- 
ficiency equal to that of a well-designed klystrons; and finally, 
space charge limitations on estimate peak power ue more se 
vere because a substantial fraction of the berun energy is in the 
transverse orbital motion. 

Backward Wave Oscillators 
A high current, high energy beam injected into 8n appr+ 

priate slow wave structure c8n produce 8 high peak rf output 
power, usually through the mechanism of brrckwsrd wave am- 
pliication along the structure. Output powers in the range 
lO@lOOO h4W 8t frequencies in the range 510 GHz have been 
reported,1’*15 with efficiencies up to &Xl% and pulse lengths 
of 2MO KU., 

Crossed Field Devices 

Very high pesk powers (e.g. 1.7 GW at 3 GHz with Tp = 30. 
ns and g = 35%16) have been reported for relativisitic mag- 
netrons. However, these devices are bnsicslly oscillators (al- 

though in principle they can be phase locked), and in addition 
pulse lengths tend to be short (< 50 ns) because of cathode 
back bombardment and onode plasma sheath formation. 

Several variations of the magnetron, which might overcome 
some of these limitations, are of interest. In the gyromsgne- 
tron” a hollow beam is injected parallel to the axis of a coaxial 
structure with slotted inner snd outer walls. The rippleddeld 
m8gnetron’8 replaces the slotted metallic snode structure of 
the magnetron with 8n azimuthally periodic magnetic field. 
The crossed field amplifier is of obvious interest as a source for 
accelerators, although the development of this device so far has 
not been pursued in the direction of high pesk power. I 

iJncou”entioIlaI soIlrcw 
Virtual Cathode Oscillator 

In the simplest of these devices, 8 hollow beam having a 
current which is above the space charge limit given in Rq. (10) 
is injected into a cylindrical waveguide. An oscillating virtual 
cathode forms at the mouth of the waveguide, the frequency 
of the oscillation being given approximately by the relativistic 
plasma frequency. In 8 recent review, Sulliv8nm lists virtual 
cathode oscillators (v&atom) which have produced peak pow- 
ers up to 3 GW. However, these devices tend to have rather 
low efficiencies and produce a broad bandwidth output. The 
highest efficiency (12%) is reported for a reflex triode, which 
produced 1.4 GW at a frequency 3.3 GHz. 

A variation of the virtual cathode oscillator is the relativis- 
tic electron beam device of Friedman et ~1.~ In this device a 
high current beam is injected into a cylindrical beam pipe with 
two or more gaps. Virtual cathodes form at the gaps, and elec- 
trons circulating back snd forth between the gaps produce a 
deep modulation in the dc beam at a frequency determined 
by the gap spacing. A current modulation of 100% has been 
attained” for a 7 k4,700 kV (5 GW) beam with a pulse width 
of 120 ns at frequencies of 280 snd 750 MHz. This modulated 
beam could be put through 8n rf output circuit to extract rf 
power at high efficiency. 

Two Ream Accelerator 
In the two beam accelerator,21*z a high current low volt- 

age electron beam runs parallel to the low current, high voltage 
beam to be accelerated. RF energy is alternately removed from 
the high current beam by FEL sections and restored by induc- 
tion linac modules. An FEL operating at a wavelength of I cm 
could provide 8 power of 500 MW/m at a pulse width of 50 
ns and 8n efficiency of 71%.22 From Table II, this could power 
a collider operating at this wavelength to a gradient exceeding 
200 MV/m. 

Pulse Compression 
Several schemes have been devised to convert the energy in 

8n rf pulse with long pulse length and relatively low peak power 
to a shorter pulse length with 8 higher effective penk power. 
One such technique, SLEW (SLAC Energy Development), is 
now operational at SLAC. In SLED, high-Q resonant cavities 
store energy during a large fraction of each klystron pulse, then 
discharge this energy into the scceleretor in 8 much shorter 
time (equi;i to the &celerstor filling time) during the final part 
of the pulse. During this discharge period, which is triggered 
by a 180° phase reversal in the w8ve coming from the klystron, 



power flowing from the storsge csvities adds coherently to the 
direct power from the klystron. The principle advantage of 
SLED is that it is achieved entirely by passive components: 
two high-Q resonators, 8 3 db hybrid and 8 low power phase 
shifter in the input drive to the klystron. 

An over coupled resonsnt cavity is &eady 8 simple pulse 
compressor. At the instant the generator driving such 8 csvity 
ia switched off, the w8ve emitted from the cevity has 8 field 
strength which is up to twice that in the incident w8ve from 
tb& gener8tor. If the phase of the generetor w8ve is now re- 
versed instead of being switched off, the sdditionel field adds 
& the w8ve from the resonator to give 8 field strength which 
is up to three times that of the incident w8ve, equivalent &I 
nine times the incident power. Two cavities together with 8 
3 db coupler allow the power reflected from the storage cavi- 
ties to be directed toward sn sccelerator rsther than flowing 
back toward the klystron. The effective power gain in 8 prao 
tic81 situation is always considercrbly less thsn nine because of 
losses in the storirge cavities and limitations on the 8v8ilsble 
klystron pulse length. At SLAG in the SLED mode, UI energy 
enhsncement ratio of 1.40 is reached for 8 klystron pulse length 
of 2.5 ps and 8n accelerator filling time of 0.33 ps. The com- 
pression efficiency is then (1.40)2(0.33/2.5) = 0.65. If the pulse 
length is increased to 5.0 ps, the enhancement rstio increases to 
1.78, but the compression efficiency falls to 52%. The energy 
enhancement 8s 8 function of klystron pulse length is shown 
in Fig. 2 foorthe SL4C sccelerating structure, where Q6 is 
the unloaded Q of the storage cavities. Expressions for the 
energy enhancement factor for constant gradient 8nd constant 
impedsnce structures are given in Refs. 23 and 24 respectively. 

In snother form of puke compression, illustrate schemat- 
ically in Fig. 3, 8n sctive switch in the high power output 
waveguide from sn energy storege csvity is used to trigger the 
discharge of energy from the cavity into hn accelerstor section. 
The enhancement ratio in the sccelerating gradient is given by 
M = I(Tp/Gh~,11/2, where Tp is the klystron pulse length, 
T, is the structure filling time, and qc snd qr 8re the efficiencies 
for transfer of energy from the klystron pulse to the storage 
crrvity snd from the cavity to the 8ccelerating structure. For 
typical parameters the net pulse compression efficiency qcqs is 
on the order of 40%. Detailed expressions for qc snd q,, 8re 
given in Ref. 25. 

The critical PmpPnent iu tbia pulse compression method _ 
is the high power switch. In the system shown in Fig. 3, 8n 
electron density on the order of lo*‘/ cm3 must be achieved in 
8 column across the wsveguide with an area on the order of 
0.1 cm2 for good switching efficiency. By triggering 8 discharge 
in 8 high pressure gas, Alvarez et of.* heve switched 8 peak 
power of 160 hfw with 8 gain in peak power of 23 snd 8 com- 
pression efficiency of about 10%. They have 8lso proposed 8n 
improved switching mechanism besed on 8 low pressure plasma 
discharge. 

An alternative form for 8 high power switch could be based 
on producing 8 phase shift, rather thsn 8 reflection, in the high 
power waveguide.. Initid c~cu~etions indicate that 8 brosd 
srea electron beam (perhsps from 8 photocathode) over 8n 
8re8 on the order of X2/4 could give 8n sdequlrte phase shift 
8t moderate current densities (< 50 A/cm2) with good switch- 
ing efficiency (> 95%). The beam would need to be directed 
normal to the rf electric field, 8nd would probably need to be 
guided by 8 msgnetic field of 8 few kilogauss. 

2.1 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
cm PULSE WIDTH (psec) ,111.. 

Fig. 2. SLERenergy enhancement ratio 8s 8 function of pulse 
length for the SLAC constsnt grsdient structure. 
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Fig. 3. RF pulse compression using 8.n energy etorsge csvity 
with switching. 

Photocathode Microwsve Source 

An rf source based on &uninating 8 photocsthode with 8n 
intensity modulated laser beam has been described previously.25 
The chief odvantsge of this device is th8t electron bunches 
which 8re short compued to the rf wavelength ue formed di- 
rectly at the csthode. After 8cceleration to 8 high potential snd 
compression in later81 dimesions, the bunches are put through 
8n output circuit (similsr to the output csvity of 8 klystron) 
to extract rf power. If the phase snd energy spread within the 
bunch have not been substantially increased by space charge 
forces, 8ll the electrons in esch bunch c8n be brought nearly 
to rest if the smplitude of the rf field in the output circuit 

6 



is 8djusted to be equal to the dc voltage. The efficiency c8n 
therefore spprosch 100% in principle. Another advsntage of 
this device is thst 8 simple dc supply may sufficient to drive 
the cathode; sn expensive and often inefficient high voltrrge, 
high current puber is not needed. The photocathode 8CtS 8s 8 
gate to convert dc energy directly into microwave pulses. 

The chief limitation on the performance of the photocath- 
ode source is the increase in the energy spread in the bunch 
due to space charge. If we take 8 simple model in which the 
bunch is compressed uniformly in radius during acceleration, 
assuming lrlso that the bunch length is small compared to the 
bunch rsdius, then the output power is cshXl8ted to be 

t1G 
where ru is the beem rsdius 8t the output c8vity g8p, re is the 
cathode radius, L is length of the sccelerating region, AV is 
the dowable space charge spread 8nd Zo = 377 G. Setting 
r’e = L, q) = 0.2 X md AV/Vu = 0.3 (which still allows 
8.n efficiency greater than 95%), the output power is 8boUt 
125 bfif’ 8t Vu = 599 kV and 509 MW 8t Vo = 1 W. In 
this example, the sversge current density at the cathode is 6 
A/cm2 (peak current density w 69 A/cm2) for L = 5 cm and 
vo =lMV. 

The wall-plug power for the laser is given by PC/PO w 
&,/(Vur&,-where &, is the work function, ‘lo is the quarry 
turn efficiency and q( is the laser efliciency. For typical pa- 
rameters (& = 5 eV, qe = 0.1, 8~ = 0.01, Vo = 1 MV), 
the required leser wall-plug power is less than 1% of the rf 
output power. Eventually it may be possible to dispense with 
the laser entirely. Rapid advances 8re being made toward solid 

‘state cathodes which c8n emit electrons directly under the ILC- 
tion of 8 small control voltsge. 
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